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Beautante brings an extensive range of perfumes, skincare and harir care products, cosmetics and 
aromatherapy products. Its range of designer perfumes include designer, branded anbd discounted
varieties for men, women, kids. The entire range in mini bottles, testers and unboxed varieties are
incredibly popular.

Fashion conscious people all across the globe look for the latest launches in market be they in
terms of dresses, perfumes, fashion accessories or beauty care products. Beautante's online and
retail stores showcase a wide variety of such items and provide a vast platform for customers to
choose from. Offered at cost effective rates, these remain a preffered choice of both men and
women of different age groups.

Its range of perfumes are of genuine brands and bear no imitations at all. Offered in beautiful packs,
these are available in variious sizes. Perfect to be worn for various occasions and seasons, the
array of branded perfumes include- Calvin Klein, Davidoff and more. The Red Door perfume for
women carries a flowery fragrance with a blend of jasmine, lily, violet and rose extracts that is
recommended for daily wear. The soothing fragrance is liked by women. Launched in 1989, this
perfume carries a sweet and spicy frangrance and is sure to lure the recipients with its long lasting
notes. The entire array of perfumes can be bought for oneself or gifted to others. Beautante also
offers perfume gift sets that includes a set of perfume, cologne spray and after shave for men, while
for women, the gift set includes body lotion and perfume set. These are of various brands and is a
perfect gift option.

Besides, the assortment of cosmetics that can be availed from Beautante includes- Foundation,
cheek wear powder, lip mask, lip balm, nail polish, French manicure kit, face mask etc. The range of
 SK II face mask is best in quality. The formula revitalizes the skin, and offers complete hydration. It
helps the skin look refreshed by replenishing the dehydrated skin.

Beautante ensures that all its products are of genuine quality and offers optimum benefit to the end
users. www.beautante.com offers detailed information about the variety of products in store as well
as their prices, special offers and discounts. Its online store facilitates in esay shopping through
secure payment procedures and transaction methods.
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Buy online beauty products from Beautante.com, is best place of all types of perfumes. Visit now for
a wide selection of  a bed head foxy curl , a bob mackie perfume ,and more a best anti aging cream 
on  www.beautante.com
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